Identification and Characterization of CD107a as a Marker of Low Reactive Oxygen Species in Chemoresistant Cells in Colorectal Cancer.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated by chemoradiotherapy lead to cancer cell death. Although ROS regulation mechanisms play important roles in chemoradioresistance, few markers exist that indicated intracellular ROS status. This study aimed to identify novel cell surface markers that represented intracellular ROS status to characterize cells with low ROS (ROSlow) in colorectal cancer (CRC). We used ROS indicators and an antibody array with 242 cell surface antibodies to identify markers of ROSlow cells. After validation, we performed immunohistochemical analyses and chemosensitivity assays. We used small interfering RNA to assess the effect of silencing the identified markers. We tested cell differentiation assays with spheroid cell assays. CD107a was identified as a common marker of ROSlow cells in several CRC cell lines and clinical specimens. CD107a+/ROSlow cells were enriched in HT29 and DLD1 cultures after treatments with oxaliplatin, 5-fluorouracil, and the irinotecan metabolite SN38. CD107a silencing improved chemosensitivity by increasing ROS production. Immunohistochemistry showed enhanced CD107a surface expression on cells that formed immature cell clusters and on cells located in the invasive fronts of cancer foci. CD107a expression was also enhanced on specimens from patients with poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma who had received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Cell surface CD107a expression was enhanced on cells that formed colonospheres, but expression diminished during cell differentiation. CD107a was identified as a novel marker of ROSlow cells in CRC. CD107a expression was closely related to chemoresistance and the immature cell phenotype. Anti-CD107a treatments represent a novel approach for targeting chemoresistant cells in CRC.